When we think of forces driving evolution, we often discuss interactions between organisms such as a cheetah becoming faster so she can catch a gazelle. In *The Equations of Life*, Dr. Cockell describes how physical laws such as gravity also affect evolution by constraining the solutions available; the cheetah would have a much harder time catching a gazelle if she could not support her weight. Additionally, the author draws upon his experience in astrobiology to suggest that if life existed elsewhere, it might have similarities to Earth's organisms that are driven by the universal nature of these physical laws.

The first half of the book focuses on the effect of physics at the scale of an organism. He spends a chapter describing how properties such as gravity, aerodynamics, and gas diffusion affect the size and shape of a ladybug. Later chapters pivot towards examining physical laws at subatomic scales and across the galaxy as the author describes how protein shapes, DNA encoding of genes, and even the use of carbon as life's essential element are favored based on physics. In comparison to the concrete examples of the first half, the later chapters are much more speculative. Some chemists may object to the properties of atoms being described as "physics," but the book would be incomplete without this discussion.

*The Equations of Life* is written in simple enough language that it could be used as bedtime reading, but also has enough breadth and depth to be used as a text in an undergraduate seminar class. As an example, the book includes the equations describing each law discussed. Feel free to ignore the equations, since the effects of the laws are explained in clear and simple language in the text, or use the equations to think more deeply about how the equation behaves as each variable is altered. This book's main contribution is not proposing a novel idea, completely describing a phenomenon, or systematically arguing a point. There are many examples, particularly at the organism level, that Dr. Cockell chose to exclude. Rather, it brings together a range of scientific observations in an approachable manner and reminds the reader of a side of biology that is often underappreciated.
